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**ABSTRACT**

It is common in the academic reception of the legacy of Edward Said to limit the analysis of his theorization of a contrapuntal perspective on colonial history to the dominant theme of Said’s published writings. Nevertheless, alternative narratives emerge in unpublished texts preserved in the Edward W. Said Papers at Columbia University. Archival research reveals that Said actually proposes a heterophonic, instead of contrapuntal, perspective in early drafts for *Culture and Imperialism* (1993). Said’s legacy itself requires a heterophonic reading to analyze the overlap and interactions of these variations in his writings.

**Introduction**

Few twentieth-century public intellectuals have left behind a legacy as influential and controversial as Edward Said’s. His work traverses different academic disciplines, including literary studies, philosophy, history, and musicology, and has intervened in different domains, from scholarly discourses to political, journalistic, and artistic debates. With respect to music, his work has had a profound (although disputed) impact on historical musicology as well as ethnomusicology;¹ he published extensively about the European classical canon;² and he has inspired several artistic and educational projects, most notably the West-Eastern Divan Orchestra (from 1999) and the Barenboim-Said Akademie in Berlin (from 2016). Moreover, not only does his work affect the possible ways of thinking about music and stereotypical representation, power relations, and intercultural collaborations, but Said also proposed that


music can become “a mode for thinking through or thinking with the integral variety of human cultural practices.” In short, his legacy foregrounds how the interdisciplinary study of music can expose its relation to colonialism, but also how musical knowledge may inform the analysis of culture, history, and politics.

Said’s musical, theoretical, and political interests intersect, among other places, in his notion of counterpoint. In addition to his work on orientalism and Palestine, his use of this concept probably forms the most influential aspect of his legacy and has stimulated debates in fields ranging from musicology to international relations, the philosophy of education, theology, and literary studies. Within Said’s oeuvre, counterpoint figures most prominently as a theoretical concept in *Culture and Imperialism*, in which he rereads the cultural archive “not univocally but contrapuntally, with a simultaneous awareness both of the metropolitan history that is narrated and of those other histories against which (and together with which) the dominating discourse acts.” By analyzing history from a contrapuntal perspective, “alternative or new narratives emerge” that complement and possibly counter conventional monophonic and Eurocentric narratives. With this appropriation of a musical term within postcolonial theory, counterpoint constitutes what Mieke Bal calls a traveling concept in interdisciplinary debates. According to Bal, interdisciplinarity in the humanities “must seek

---


its heuristic and methodological basis in concepts rather than methods, because concepts are “dynamic in themselves” and thereby can form “sites of debate, awareness of difference, and tentative exchange” in interdisciplin ary encounters.9

In this article I analyze counterpoint’s journey through Said’s work as a site of debate among musical, historical, and political domains. I should note that, following Bal, I am not concerned with the “proper” definition or usage of theoretical concepts,10 but instead consider counterpoint as a dynamic concept that transforms in its travel through Said’s various engagements. Nor am I primarily interested in reconstructing Said’s understanding of the term or in his intentions when proposing a contrapun tal reading. By contrast, I argue that Said’s employment of counterpoint can best be examined from what he calls a contrapun tal perspective; that is, I read it with a simultaneous awareness of the concept’s multiple manifestations, without reducing this multiplicity to, for instance, monophonic authorial intention. To this end, instead of limiting the analysis of Said’s legacy to the dominant theme of his published writings, I consider alternative narratives as they emerge in unpublished texts. Specifically, in this article I examine drafts of Said’s publications and lectures, which are preserved in the Edward W. Said Papers at Columbia University’s Rare Book and Manuscript Library, to investigate counterpoint’s transformations in his work.11 As my archival research reveals, Said not only employed multiple conceptions of counterpoint, but while writing Culture and Imperialism he concurrently used two different words: heterophony and counterpoint.

In the first section I offer an overview of Said’s published elaborations on counterpoint, as expressed throughout his career in various debates about music, history, and politics, and argue that a contrapun tal juxtaposition of these statements suggests that variational structures in J.S. Bach’s Goldberg Variations informed Said’s theoretical perspective in Culture and Imperialism, even if this musical specificity is not explicitly addressed in the book. In the second section I analyze the use of heterophony and counterpoint in drafts of Culture and Imperialism and argue that, in the context of this book, these concepts evoke early twentieth-century atonal structures instead of contrapun tal music by J.S. Bach. In the third and

concluding section I argue that Said’s theorization of musical concepts itself requires a contrapuntal—or rather a heterophonic—analysis to demonstrate how multiple terms, definitions, and connotations repeat, transform, overlap, and interact in his work.

Contrapuntal elaborations

The term counterpoint first appears in Said’s writings in 1969. In his earliest publication about politics and the Middle East, titled “A Palestinian Voice,” Said argues that, after the creation of Israel in 1948, the Jewish “rhythm of life” supplanted a more inclusive one, “the Palestinian, which before 1948 had allowed Christian, Moslem, and Jew to live in counterpoint with each other.” This early statement about counterpoint seems to be completely forgotten in the reception of his writings—most notably by Said himself, when in 1993 he affirmed that he first referred to the concept in a non-musical context in 1984. In retrospect, Said’s forgotten mention of counterpoint in 1969 seems merely an incidental allusion to a term that would not recur in his writings for another fifteen years, yet its political context and implications are replicated almost exactly three decades later. In the late-1990s, Said argued that, partly due to the Oslo Accords, Palestinian self-determination in the form of an independent state had become impossible. He therefore controversially proposed a one-state solution, according to which Israel/Palestine would become a secular bi-national state with equal democratic citizenship for everyone within its borders. For Said, this prospect required the acknowledgment of mutual historical relations, as he explained in an interview in 1999: “I think it’s one of the consequences of 1948, at this late date, five decades after it, that we can begin to talk about Palestinian and Israeli history together. Separate histories that can be seen as intertwined and counterpointed with each other.”

Probably Said had recently reread his 1969 essay, when in 1998 he assisted Moustafa Bayoumi and Andrew Rubin in compiling a list of his writings for the Edward Said Reader, which includes the early article about Palestine.

Although Said first referred to counterpoint in writing in 1969, the term recurs more frequently in his work starting in the mid-1980s. In this period, counterpoint is not directly associated with the history and political reality in Israel/Palestine,

---

13In an interview with Agha Shahid Ali, Said answers the question when he first used counterpoint by stating: “I think probably about ten years ago when I was thinking about the condition of exile and I wrote an essay called ‘A Mind of Winter’ [1984].” This interview was transcribed for The Paris Review but has not been published; see Edward Said and Agha Shahid Ali, “The Art of Criticism,” 1993, Edward W. Said Papers, box 179, folder 15, page 3, Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Columbia University.
but has become a means to comprehend the experience of exile. The term is first employed in this sense in 1984 in the article “Reflections on Exile,” where Said considers the work of a number of authors who lived in exile and how it affected their writings. Said concludes this essay on a positive note, arguing that exile “makes possible originality of vision,” and in a frequently cited passage he further characterizes this originality in musical terms:

Most people are principally aware of one culture, one setting, one home; exiles are aware of at least two, and this plurality of vision gives rise to an awareness of simultaneous dimensions, an awareness that—to borrow a phrase from music—is contrapuntal. For an exile, habits of life, expression or activity in the new environment inevitably occur against the memory of these things in another environment. Thus both the new and the old environments are vivid, actual, occurring together contrapuntally.

Strictly speaking, “Reflections on Exile” is not an autobiographical essay, although in an interview recorded several years later Said explains that he based his understanding of exile and counterpoint on personal experience. Similar to the reference to counterpoint in 1969, in 1984 Said employs the concept to comprehend the copresence of multiple memories and experiences, yet here he underlines the personal rather than the political.

The third way in which Said employs counterpoint, and the one that has drawn most scholarly attention, is as a theoretical concept to analyze multiple voices in historical documents. Said theorizes this perspective in a number of academic articles and especially in Culture and Imperialism. As a theoretical perspective,


counterpoint is again used to relate the past to the present and to consider how multiple narratives are intertwined, in particular in novels. \(^{21}\) Said remarks that his “attempts at a contrapuntal reading are perhaps eccentric or odd,” because the “individual work is seen in terms both of its own past and of later interpretations.” \(^{22}\) This perspective thus requires, as Said formulates it in an earlier publication, some loosening of the “simple sequence of temporal consecutiveness.” \(^{23}\) In addition, a contrapuntal reading considers how artworks belong “equally to the history of culture and the historical experience of overseas domination,” and thereby foregrounds the geographical dimension in narratives; consequently, the “inherent mode for this counterpoint is not temporal but spatial.” \(^{24}\) Whereas most historical accounts construct a monophonic sequence of European accomplishments, Said argues, a contrapuntal perspective redirects the focus to global interactions between artworks and political institutions in the imperial encounter. Furthermore, with a contrapuntal reading of historical documents, Said does not limit the analysis to discursive techniques of colonial control, as he does in Orientalism, but also considers local resistance to Western dominance. \(^{25}\)

In Said’s political, personal, and theoretical reflections on counterpoint, as briefly summarized above, the concept is hardly defined in a musical sense. In his very general and frequently quoted description of counterpoint’s musical features in Culture and Imperialism, he states:

In the counterpoint of Western classical music, various themes play off one another, with only a provisional privilege being given to any particular one; yet in the resulting polyphony there is concert and order, an organized interplay that derives from the themes, not from a rigorous melodic or formal principle outside the work. \(^{26}\)

One consequence of this general definition is that, in the reception of Said’s work, the musical provenance of counterpoint is sometimes misinterpreted, distorted, or ignored, especially when it travels to disciplines other than musicology. The concept thereby risks becoming a fashionable label of the kinds that, as Bal signals,


\(^{22}\) Said, Culture and Imperialism, 134.

\(^{23}\) Said, “Jane Austen and Empire,” 151.

\(^{24}\) Said, Culture and Imperialism, 137 and 97.

\(^{25}\) Said, Culture and Imperialism, xii and 59–60.

\(^{26}\) Said, Culture and Imperialism, 59–60.
neither explains nor specifies. Some commentators understand Said’s notion of counterpoint simply as multiple voices sounding simultaneously; for instance, “to add one rhythm, melody, or theme to another as an accompaniment.”

Frequently these musical lines are assumed to harmonically complement each other, with “two (or more) lines played beautifully in harmony.” Accordingly, “the emancipation of the dissonance, as for example in Arnold Schoenberg’s atonal music, is obviously not aimed for.” Other interpreters, by contrast, understand Said’s contrapuntal method to convey “the Adornian idea of atonality, hence going beyond symphonic assimilation or harmony,” where the term contrapuntal “literally means counterpoint as the opposite of harmony.” As I will argue, both of these opposing definitions of counterpoint can be extracted from Said’s work.

Although in Said’s writings the musical features of counterpoint often remain obscure, he does define it quite specifically in several interviews. Here, counterpoint customarily involves music composed by J.S. Bach, with whom “the ars combinatoria of counterpoint … reached its apogee.” In an interview recorded shortly before the publication of Culture and Imperialism, Said points out that, while writing this book, he had also begun to publish about music (starting in 1983), “and most of my writing about music is really focused on contrapuntal work.”

[And my favorite musical works] are not what you would call developmental or sonata-form works but, rather, works that might be called variation-structure works, like the Goldberg Variations, for example, or Bach’s Canonic Variations, and it’s that structure that I found tremendously useful in writing Culture and Imperialism. This has been a long-standing predilection of mine; it’s the kind of music I’m most interested in and one of the reasons why I was so compelled by Glenn Gould, which I think had a direct bearing on this book.

Said returns to Bach’s Goldberg Variations in more detail several years later, in an interview published in the first issue of the journal Interventions. In response to criticism that Orientalism presents a homogeneous image of orientalists, Said argues in this conversation:

The point is that [the Orientalist vision] is not homogeneous, but it is possible that ... you can devise a fantastically complicated structure, endlessly variant, out

---

29 Bilgin, “Contrapuntal Reading as a Method, an Ethos, and a Metaphor for Global IR,” 143.
30 Schmitz, Kulturkritik ohne Zentrum, 283.
32 Moosa, “Contrapuntal Readings in Muslim Thought,” 112.
of a very small number of elements. I think this is the case with Orientalism. I think there is a kind of deep structure of Orientalism, which is able to multiply and proliferate in all kinds of ways. ... I come back to a model I referred to in Culture and Imperialism, namely counterpoint, where you have one line, a canto fermo, a sort of base line [sic], and in the case of a composer like Bach he can devise the most complex contrapuntal structures. But that doesn’t diminish the fact that the Goldberg variations are based on a very simple descending motif in the bass.\textsuperscript{37}

The example of the Goldberg Variations is elucidating, because this composition strongly relies on and plays with repetition, memory, and transformation through what Said calls contrapuntal structures. The Goldberg Variations (1741) consist of an instrumental aria with thirty variations, where the harmonic progression in each variation is based on the aria’s motif in the bass, “essentially a descending G major scale.”\textsuperscript{38} In other respects, each of the variations is quite distinct, but because they are based on the same harmonic progression, they are connected through a “deep structure.”\textsuperscript{39} Notably, after the thirty variations have ceased, the aria is repeated, and this time the literal repetition is “verbally identical, but infinitely richer.”\textsuperscript{40} In contrast to its initial performance, upon its repetition the listener hears the aria playing off against its thirty derivations, which in memory interact with the sounding music.

By describing the structural unity of the Goldberg Variations as exemplary for contrapuntal techniques, Said’s notion of the concept is not necessarily confined to the actual simultaneity of voices. Even though each third variation is a canon between two voices, accompanied by a differentiated third voice, within the context of Bach’s oeuvre this work is not particularly renowned for its contrapuntal forms in that sense of the word. If it is specifically the simultaneity of overlapping voices that is constitutive of counterpoint, Said may have further elaborated on Bach’s Canonic Variations, for instance; however, he repeatedly returned to the Goldberg Variations.\textsuperscript{41} Moreover, with respect to counterpoint as a theoretical concept, the canonic elements in the Goldberg Variations are not singled out by Said

\textsuperscript{39} Said, “In Conversation with Neeladri Bhattacharya, Suvir Kaul and Ania Loomba,” 84.
as its most characteristic feature, but he instead underlines its variational qualities. This suggests that, at least in Said’s definition of counterpoint, actual simultaneity—regardless of whether it sounds harmonious or atonal—is not its decisive component. Instead, repetition and memory form its essential features. In the *Goldberg Variations* the past and present converge, not because multiple voices temporarily overlap, but because each variation responds to the memory of the motif in the aria. If in counterpoint, according to Said, “a melody is always in the process of being repeated by one or another voice,”42 such repetitions are most evidently present in a canon, but they can also develop through temporally more extended structures. When Said argues in *Culture and Imperialism* that he considers artworks both in terms of their own past and of later interpretations,43 this approach to repetition and transformation indeed resembles the structure of the *Goldberg Variations*, rather than overlapping voices in a canon.

Within Said’s oeuvre, the parallel between musical and historical repetition is first illustrated with the *Goldberg Variations* in a relatively early essay about Giambattista Vico’s notion of recurring cycles in history, titled “On Repetition.”44 In this essay, Said argues that “Vico’s understanding and use of repetition bears resemblance to musical techniques of repetition, in particular those of the *cantus firmus* or of the chaconne, or to cite the most developed classical instance, Bach’s *Goldberg Variations*,” in which “a ground motif anchors the ornament variations taking place above it.”45 Comparable to Vico’s view on human history, “there is in these musical forms a tension between the contrariety, or eccentricity of the variation, and the constancy and asserted rationality of the *cantus firmus*.”46 The fact that this statement about the *Goldberg Variations* was first published before Said started to engage with music more regularly from the mid-1980s, but around the time that he was finishing *Orientalism* and not long before he developed a book proposal for *Culture and Imperialism*,47 suggests that variational structures, more than the contrapuntal simultaneity of differentiated voices, inform Said’s work on colonial history.

In light of these statements in various interviews and essays, Said’s contrapuntal perspective in *Culture and Imperialism* can be related quite specifically to the variational structure of the *Goldberg Variations*, even if this is not acknowledged in the book itself. By conflating the temporal order between past and present through

playing with the listeners’ memory, this understanding of musical counterpoint parallels the theoretical approach in *Culture and Imperialism*, which moves beyond conventional linear histories and the implications of developmental or unilinear progression. Said thus argues that a contrapuntal reading evokes a “simultaneous awareness” of multiple historical narratives, without suggesting that the different voices were necessarily present simultaneously at any specific moment. Instead, in this book counterpoint is primarily a means to comprehend the copresence of historically and geographically dispersed voices as they are consolidated in and memorized through artworks. Similarly, in Said’s previous use of the concept with respect to the experience of exile, counterpoint foregrounds “a recollection of what you’ve left behind and what you can remember, and you play it against the current experience,” as he explained in an interview. In short, Said’s musical as well as theoretical notion of counterpoint does not necessarily imply the simultaneous presence of voices, but rather emphasizes the interaction between the past and present in memory.

A number of musical, theoretical, and ideological issues manifest, however, when the contrapuntal perspective in *Culture and Imperialism* derives from a very specific form of musical composition, as exemplified by Bach’s *Goldberg Variations*. First, the question arises why this musical specificity is not explicitly addressed in the book, if this is what informed its theoretical framework. The relation between Bach’s composition and Said’s theoretical approach only becomes explicit through a reading of *Culture and Imperialism* in juxtaposition with Said’s statements about counterpoint in various essays and interviews, as I have argued, but it is not acknowledged in the text itself. Second, and in striking contrast to what I have suggested, at one point in *Culture and Imperialism* Said claims that a contrapuntal analysis “should be modelled not (as earlier notions of comparative literature were) on a symphony but rather on an atonal ensemble.” In this statement the musical associations of counterpoint take quite a leap from Bach to atonality. Arguably, as David Bartine observes, “the book presents—without sufficient discussion of distinctions between them—two versions of counterpoint, ‘tonal’ or ‘harmonic’ and ‘atonal’ counterpoint.” The third issue is that counterpoint is categorically European, at least in Said’s definition of the term, and may evoke historical connotations of claims to distinction and superiority that are antithetical to his work and legacy in general. Problematically, counterpoint was often associated with unilinear development from primitive monophony to advanced, sophisticated, and civilized polyphony, with implications of a balanced, disciplined, and possibly divine reason. As Karen Painter

---

50 Said, *Culture and Imperialism*, 386.
52 In an early essay about Glenn Gould’s contrapuntal vision, Said observes that “the rules of counterpoint are so demanding, so exacting in their detail as to seem divinely ordained … To master counterpoint is therefore in a way almost to play God.” See Said, “The Music Itself,” 98.
explains, in the German context of the early twentieth century, with a heightened awareness of non-Western musics, counterpoint became crucial to demarcate the boundaries of German music and to underline its hegemony. More generally, David R.M. Irving points out that Europeans “deliberately used counterpoint as a self-conscious cultural emblem to emphasize their difference from the non-European Other.” This trope strikingly reappears in Said’s memories of listening as a young child to the popular Egyptian singer Umm Kulthum. In her music, Said could not recognize “the kind of form or shape” that he had come accustomed to from playing and listening to European classical music. Specifically with respect to multivocality, Said recalls that “above all, what I missed, I realize now, what I missed was counterpoint. It’s very monophonic music.” Consequently, Kulthum’s music “contrasted terribly with the Western music—you know Mozart and Beethoven and Mendelssohn—that I loved and played.” With respect to the historical and ideological background of such statements, Said has been accused of being “a dreadful ethnocentrist,” and regarding Said’s choice of counterpoint as a theoretical perspective, Kristine Suna-Koro therefore provocatively asks: “Why, on earth, use a quintessentially European musical technique that blossomed precisely during the ‘golden era’ of colonial modernity to develop a postcolonial hermeneutic?” In other words, why use counterpoint as a theoretical concept if its definition is ambiguous and its ideological connotations are problematic?

Said may have recognized some of these issues while working on Culture and Imperialism. Notably, at a public lecture in 1990, around the time that he was writing this book, Said remarked that he preferred heterophony as a theoretical concept instead of counterpoint. According to Said, “in Western classical music counterpoint assumes the stability and centering effect of a principal theme in a given tonality,” making it unsuitable for his historical analysis. Indeed, as my archival research of the Edward W. Said Papers reveals, in drafts of Culture and Imperialism Said explicitly recommends not to use counterpoint as a postcolonial

54Irving, Colonial Counterpoint, 3.
56“Edward Said, interview with Michael Zeeman.”
59Suna-Koro, In Counterpoint, 139.
60Said quoted in Aram Veeser, Edward Said: The Charisma of Criticism (New York: Routledge, 2010), 129; and in Spanos, Exiles in the City, 284, n.82. Veeser and Spanos quote Said from an unpublished transcription of a conversation with David Barsamian, which followed upon a lecture at Princeton University.
hermeneutic and proposes a heterophonic perspective instead. In the next section I analyze these drafts and the transition between these two musical concepts.

**Heterophonic interference**

Shortly after having introduced his concept of counterpoint in “Reflections on Exile” in 1984, Said delivered a series of four lectures at the University of Kent at Canterbury in December 1985, titled the T.S. Eliot Lectures, on which *Culture and Imperialism* is modeled. The structure and contents of these lectures closely resemble the four chapters of the book, although the published version is much longer. In the first lecture, Said formulates an alternative to a politics of blame “by looking at the different experiences contrapuntally as making up a set of intertwined histories.” Toward the end of the lecture he again notes that, in the aim to think through the discrepant experiences of imperialism, a “comparative or, better, the contrapuntal perspective then proposes itself” to let different experiences “play off each other contrapuntally.” This is the first time that Said presents counterpoint as a theoretical perspective, rather than as a descriptive term to comprehend how different cultures could live together in Israel/Palestine or the experience of exile. In that sense, counterpoint proves significant for Said’s methodology in these early stages of writing *Culture and Imperialism*.

Nevertheless, when rewriting and expanding the Eliot Lectures into the lengthy chapters of *Culture and Imperialism*, Said reformulates the passages where he had mentioned his contrapuntal perspective, gradually replacing it by heterophony. Above I quoted three instances where the term “contrapuntal(ly)” is used in the first lecture, each of which is revised. In the first instance, when proposing an alternative to the politics of blame, this is further specified as “looking at the different experiences contrapuntally, {or more exactly heterophonically,} as making up a set of intertwined histories.” Similarly, the second phrase is rewritten to present a “comparative or, better, the contrapuntal {and heterophonic} perspective.” In the third instance, counterpoint is replaced entirely, instead of being used together with heterophony, now proposing to let different experiences “play off each other contrapuntally {heterophonically}.” In these undated drafts

---


64Edward Said, draft two of chapter one, “Overlapping Territories, Intertwined Histories,” of *Culture and Imperialism*, Edward W. Said Papers, box 41, folder 15, page 25, Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Columbia University. In this and the following quotations, the italicized passages between brackets indicate Said’s handwritten additions or modifications to earlier drafts.


66Said, draft one of chapter one of *Culture and Imperialism*, 31.
of chapter one, written around 1990, heterophony has become the central theoretical concept.

Heterophony is likewise preferred over counterpoint in early drafts for other chapters of Culture and Imperialism. Reference to a heterophonic reading occurs at several instances in handwritten drafts for chapter two, “Consolidated Vision,”67 which is an extended version of the second Eliot Lecture. Here, Said argues that a “heterophonic reading must take account of both processes, that of imperialism & of resistance to it, and that can be done by extending our reading of texts to note what has been forcibly excluded.”68 The concept figures prominently in the section “The Empire at Work” about Verdi’s Aida, which had previously been published as “The Imperial Spectacle.”69 When rewriting this essay for Culture and Imperialism, Said emphasizes three times that he employs a heterophonic approach in his analysis of Aida, even though this concept is not mentioned in the article from 1987. On the first page of the new draft, Said explains that a heterophonic reading means that, in the historical analysis of the relation between culture and imperialism, he does not provide a consecutive sequence of events, trends, and works, but that artworks are seen in terms of their past and later interpretations.70 A few pages later, the approach to the opera is described as a “heterophonic interpretation,”71 and toward the end of this section Said refers to “a full heterophonic appreciation.”72 However, the musical characteristics of heterophony are not discussed in this draft of “The Empire at Work.”

Heterophony is defined as a musical concept in an early draft of chapter one,73 in which Said raises the question of how consent is gained within European culture for the distant rule of territories and how this authority is challenged by native resistance. Said argues:

The clearest way of answering these questions is to say that as we look back at the {cultural} archive we begin to re-read it not univocally, but heterophonically, with a simultaneous awareness both of the metropolitan history that in effect is being narrated, and with a sense of those other histories against which in the colonies the dominating discourse is acting. I use the notion of heterophony as distinguished from classical counterpoint advisedly. In Western classical music counterpoint assumes the stability and centering effect of a principal theme in a given tonality. In heterophony various themes play off each other, with no privilege being given to {any particular} one {yet in heterophony there is concert and organization, albeit of

---

68Said, draft one of chapter two of Culture and Imperialism, 8b.
70Said, draft one of chapter two of Culture and Imperialism, 62.
71Said, draft one of chapter two of Culture and Imperialism, 67. In this instance the concept replaces a “sort of jigsaw puzzle interpretation.”
72Said, draft one of chapter two of Culture and Imperialism, 84.
the kinds that derive from the interplay of the themes, not from some rigorous tonally centered principle outside the work]. 74

It is notable that Said explicitly recommends not to use counterpoint as a theoretical concept, even though the term had previously been employed in “Reflections on Exile” in 1984 and the Eliot Lectures in 1985. Perhaps Said discarded the concept because in Culture and Imperialism he attempts to move beyond a consecutive sequence of events that revolves around the metropolitan center, to instead present a narrative of the complex and uneven interactions between various cultures. In other words, the imperial organization results from encounter, domination, and resistance rather than from any preconceived subordination. Counterpoint’s principal theme in a given tonality—possibly evoking a composition like the Goldberg Variations—may imply that European history eventually determines the global developmental progression, where foreign territories merely constitute its supporting or embellishing voices. Heterophony, by contrast, is according to this definition not predetermined by a central theme and tonally centered principle outside the work, and in that sense it forms an antithesis to the hierarchical implications of counterpoint.

Despite insisting on heterophony in these early drafts of Culture and Imperialism—and, moreover, despite explicitly distinguishing it from counterpoint—in a later draft the definition is radically revised to instead favor the latter term. The revised clarification of the theoretical perspective reads:

The clearest way of answering these questions is to say that as we look back at the cultural archive we begin to re-read it not univocally, but heterophonically (contra-puntally), with a simultaneous awareness both of the metropolitan history that in effect is being narrated, and with a sense of those other histories against (and together with) which in the colonies the dominating discourse is acting (acts). I use the notion of heterophony as distinguished from classical counterpoint advisedly. In Western classical music, counterpoint (is the) assumes the stability and centering effect of a principal theme in a given tonality. In heterophony (way in which) various themes play off each other, with no (only a provisional) privilege being given to any particular one; yet in heterophony (the resulting polyphony) there is concert and organization, albeit interplay of the kinds that derive(s) from the themes, not from some (a) rigorous tonally centered (melodic or formal) principle outside the work. 75

This revised definition of counterpoint closely resembles the published formulation in Culture and Imperialism. 76 Heterophony no longer figures as the theoretical perspective, and the effect of a principal theme and the tonally centered implications of counterpoint are similarly obliterated. Likewise, in drafts of other

---

74 Said, draft three of chapter one of Culture and Imperialism, 88.
75 Edward Said, draft four of chapter one, “Overlapping Territories, Intertwined Histories,” of Culture and Imperialism. Edward W. Said Papers, box 42, folder 13, page 92-93, Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Columbia University. In this draft his assistant Zaineb Istrabadi misinterpreted the placing of the word “interplay,” due to Said’s confusing scribbles, when she typed out his notes in the previous draft.
76 Said, Culture and Imperialism, 59–60.
chapters almost each reference to heterophony is replaced by counterpoint. In the section about *Aida*, Said previously proposed a “heterophonic reading,” “heterophonic interpretation,” and “heterophonic appreciation,” as quoted above, which is modified to a “contrapuntal reading,” “contrapuntal interpretation,” and “contrapuntal appreciation,” respectively. In just one isolated and seemingly somewhat random instance, heterophony still occurs in the published book, when Said suggests to read “major works of the imperial period retrospectively and heterophonically with other histories and traditions counterpointed against them.” Other than that, this concept does not appear in *Culture and Imperialism* or in Said’s subsequent writings, whereas counterpoint figures prominently.

The development of the theoretical concept from counterpoint to heterophony and back again raises the question of how these terms can be understood within the context of Said’s writings. According to the definition in an early draft of *Culture and Imperialism*, heterophonic music is not hierarchically structured with respect to thematic and tonal relations, in comparison to counterpoint, but it remains unclear to which kind of music Said refers. According to *The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians* (1980), of which Said owned a copy:

[Heterophony’s] meaning could range from reference to minute discrepancies in unison singing or playing (even, for instance, those produced unintentionally within the first violins of an orchestra) to the most complex of contrapuntal writing. In modern times the term is frequently used, particularly in ethnomusicology, to describe simultaneous variation, accidental or deliberate, of what is identified as the same melody.

From the early twentieth century, starting with Carl Stumpf, heterophony is conventionally associated with non-European musics, in particular multivocal traditions in Southeast Asia, and frequently implies improvisation. The concept therewith moves beyond the Eurocentric connotations of counterpoint and may in that respect seem more appealing to formulate a postcolonial hermeneutic. However, in addition to designating non-European musics, heterophony sometimes refers to the “other” within Western classical music, capturing, for instance, “the alien, unrulled interaction of voices in Schoenberg’s chamber music.” As early as 1908, Guido Adler described the modern art music of his day in terms of heterophony, where multiple voices “do not care about each other at all” and consequently “hurt the classically trained ear.” With its
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“rudimentary, unregulated divergence of voice,” heterophony constitutes a third category, next to homophony and polyphony, which can be heard both within and outside of the European classical tradition. In the drafts of *Culture and Imperialism*, counterpoint is strictly confined to Western classical music, but it is not specified whether heterophony is located outside of this tradition or occupies a different, non-tonally-centered position within it. Said’s statement that heterophony is not structured according to a tonally-centered principle suggests that, following Adler, it may be identified with early-twentieth-century compositions that question tonality. I deem it highly plausible that in the late-1980s Said was familiar with Adler’s essay on heterophony, since his friend Donald Mitchell included an English translation of this text in his recent book about Gustav Mahler. Said’s ambiguous definition of heterophony may therefore be associated with “anti-tonal” compositions, to use Adler’s characterization, rather than with non-European musical traditions.

The impression that in drafts of *Culture and Imperialism* heterophony relates to twentieth-century European compositions is supported by a statement in *Musical Elaborations*, written roughly contemporaneously to *Culture and Imperialism*. In *Musical Elaborations*, Said argues that the musical eclecticism of Oliver Messiaen frees the composer from orthodoxies and allows him to “think things through together, heterophonically, variationally.” Interestingly, in the lecture from 1989 on which this chapter of *Musical Elaborations* is based, this passage was initially phrased slightly differently, where Said argues that Messiaen was able “to think things through together, contrapuntally, variationally.” This switch from contrapuntally to heterophonically between 1989 and 1991 suggests that, at least around this time, Said associated both terms with twentieth-century composed music, such as from Messiaen and possibly Schoenberg, rather than with non-European musical traditions or Bach.

Whereas an understanding of heterophony as anti-tonal may be related to Adler’s early definition of the term, describing counterpoint as such probably derives from Said’s reading of Theodor Adorno. In particular during 1989, Said was strongly committed to Adorno’s work on music in a number of ways: that year he taught a graduate seminar on Adorno and music at Columbia University; he discussed Adorno extensively in the Wellek Lectures at the University of California, Irvine; and he considered editing a collection of
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Adorno’s essays on music. Said may have reconsidered the relation between
counterpoint and tonality due to Adorno, who in his *Philosophy of Modern
Music*—discussed in detail in Said’s 1989 seminar—examines Schoenberg’s
“Twelve-Tone Counterpoint.” According to Adorno, “twelve-tone technique
is contrapuntal in origin—for in it all simultaneous sounds are equally inde-
pendent, because all are integral components of the row.” Similarly, Said
had previously associated counterpoint with dodecaphony in an early essay about
Glenn Gould, and in “Reflections on Exile” atonality is implied when Said
explains that the experience of exile is “acting as if one were at home wherever
one happens to be,” and as such it is “nomadic, decentered, contrapuntal.” In
light of these statements, it actually comes as somewhat of a surprise that Said
argues in an early draft of *Culture and Imperialism* that counterpoint assumes
the stability and centering effect of a principal theme in a given tonality. It is
only for a brief moment in Said’s work, around 1990, that heterophony
replaces counterpoint as the term to designate atonal music.

A significant difference between Adorno’s notion of counterpoint in rela-
tion to Schoenberg and the characterization by Adler (who does not explicitly
mention Schoenberg) of heterophony is that Adorno wrote *Philosophy of
Modern Music* in the 1940s, whereas Adler published “Über Heterophonie”
in 1908. To the extent that Adler implicitly refers to Schoenberg, this relates
to his early chamber music, in particular the first string quartet, Opus 7
(1905), as Karen Painter suggests, while Adorno discusses Schoenberg’s
dodecaphonic compositions starting in the 1920s. If both heterophony and
counterpoint are defined to encompass “anti-tonal” music, they can thus be
distinguished as connoting (precursors of) free atonality and dodecaphony,
respectively. At one point in *Culture and Imperialism*, Said explicitly models
a contrapuntal analysis on an atonal ensemble, as quoted above, which is
further specified as taking into account all sorts of “inflections, limits, con-
straints, intrusions, inclusions, prohibitions.” This description of the ana-
lytical perspective resembles dodecaphonic techniques in some respects—and
arguably, it contrasts the unregulated character of heterophony—although it
is impossible to deduce any definite indication of twelve-tone music from
this statement, or more generally from the methodological approach in
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Culture and Imperialism. Within the context of this book, both counterpoint and heterophony imply an interaction between relatively independent and nonhierarchical voices that transform through repetition and variation, but the musical analogy remains ambiguous even when it specifically suggests atonal compositions.

As I have demonstrated in this section, the use of counterpoint as an analytical concept in Culture and Imperialism carries strong connotations of atonality, especially when statements in the book are read in juxtaposition with early drafts and Said’s contemporary publications; however, in the previous section I have argued that, based on interviews from the 1990s, Said’s definition of counterpoint seems to derive specifically from Bach’s Goldberg Variations. Consequently, as has previously been noted, Said’s writings present at least two versions of counterpoint, tonal and atonal—and each can be further subdivided. Moreover, my analysis of drafts of Culture and Imperialism reveals that in fact two different musical concepts informed Said’s theoretical framework. In the next section I suggest that, rather than attempting to reduce these terms and definitions to a singular understanding of musical concepts in Said’s work, it is more productive to acknowledge and appreciate this variational multiplicity. In other words, I propose to read Said’s texts heterophonically.

Reading heterophonically

Counterpoint seems an appealing concept to formulate a theoretical perspective within postcolonial studies, particularly due to its implications of multiplicity, repetition, transformation, overlap, and memory. In Said’s writings, counterpoint synthesizes the musical, theoretical, and political themes in his career and is generally considered as crucial to an understanding of his work and legacy. Moreover, his theoretical utilization of the concept demonstrates how it can form a site of debate in interdisciplinary encounters, and specifically how, in Said’s words, music can become “a mode for thinking through or thinking with the integral variety of human cultural practices.” Especially in Culture and Imperialism, the concept carries several connotations that are productive in formulating a historical perspective to analyze the relation between the arts and empires. One connotation is the element of overlapping and closely related voices as they interact in imperial encounter. Rather than studying these voices monophonically as a chronological sequence of European accomplishments, Said redirects the attention to their mutual interference, dissonance, and domination. A second connotation derives from the Latin origin of counterpoint, punctus contra punctum

(note *against* note), which recurs in the book by devoting attention to resistance to imperial structures. Third, in Said’s definition, counterpoint conflates the past and present through playing with repetition, transformation, and memory; in *Culture and Imperialism*, artworks are thus seen in terms both of their own past and of later interpretations. In short, Said’s emphasis on overlap, opposition, and repetition in *Culture and Imperialism* can be related directly to his notion of counterpoint—defined either in terms of Bach’s *Goldberg Variations* or of Schoenberg’s dodecaphony—and consequently, within the context of this book, counterpoint is arguably more suitable as a theoretical concept, in comparison to heterophony.

Regardless of whether counterpoint is associated with Bach or Schoenberg, the technique is grounded in an ideal of compositional unity. Both European classical music (especially the nineteenth- and early twentieth-century Austro-Germanic compositional practices) and the academic discourse usually desire a structural unity by which each part can be related to the whole. But while writing *Culture and Imperialism*, Said attempted to withstand the suggestion of a preconceived homogeneity in the study of imperial history. He suggests in several interviews that the attempt to move beyond a homogeneous notion of imperial relations can be interpreted as a direct response to criticism of *Orientalism*, according to which he argues that the orientalist discourse is “homogeneous and has a unitary essence.”\(^\text{99}\) He took “great exception” to this criticism, and, in response, “thought it was important to stress the changing, and the constantly modified, structure of this material both in [*Culture and Imperialism*] and retrospectively in *Orientalism*.\(^\text{100}\) To this end music became important when he tried to model the later book, not on “a powerful scholarly form,” but on an artform of “a kind of exfoliating structure of variation.”\(^\text{101}\) Whereas *Orientalism* is chiefly structured historically, he argues, *Culture and Imperialism* is organized by recurring and varying motifs, instead of “just moving forward to make a simple, chronological argument.”\(^\text{102}\) The question is whether either counterpoint or heterophony is suitable as a theoretical concept to represent such variational heterogeneity.

Eventually *Culture and Imperialism* presents a relatively homogeneous account of imperial relations, similar to *Orientalism*, despite broadening the geographical scope and granting attention to resistance in the later book. As Said explains in the introduction, he omits an analysis of the Austro-Hungarian, Russian, Ottoman, Spanish, and Portuguese empires, and concentrates instead on the British, French, and American, not because the others are any less imperialist, but because “the British, French, and
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American imperial experience ... has a unique coherence and a special cultural centrality."\textsuperscript{103} He specifies that "the idea of overseas rule ... has a privileged status in these three cultures," and as such "[t]here is something systematic about imperial culture therefore that is not as evident in any other empire as it is in Britain's or France's and, in a different way, in the United States."\textsuperscript{104} By suggesting the presence of this coherent and systematic "deep structure"\textsuperscript{105} of the imperial culture in these three empires, the perspective indeed seems contrapuntal rather than heterophonic.

In addition to approaching culture and history from a contrapuntal perspective, Said also considered his own life and work in these terms. In the autobiographical essay "Between Worlds," Said explains that he became politically involved as a consequence of the Arab-Israeli war in 1967, which prompted him "to think and write contrapuntally, using the disparate halves of my experience, as an Arab and as an American, to work with and also against each other."\textsuperscript{106} I propose to comprehend Said's work and legacy precisely as such—that is, to recognize the overlap, interactions, and conflicts between his multiple voices. However, as I have argued with respect to the travels of musical concepts in his work, it is impossible to establish a structural unity of definitions, associations, and theoretical appropriations. Said discussed counterpoint in different contexts throughout his career, where the term suggests either simultaneous voices in a canon, variational structures in the Goldberg Variations, or early-twentieth-century atonal music, although the musical features frequently remain unspecified; besides, as discussed in the previous section, drafts of Culture and Imperialism reveal that in fact two different musical concepts informed its theoretical framework. These transformations and parallel notions of concepts are irreducible to a univocal understanding of their definitions and functions within Said's work. Instead, several musical, theoretical, political, and historical themes repeat, transform, overlap, and interact, without a central theme in a given tonality or any other principle that guarantees a structural cohesion. I therefore believe that, even though Said recommends a contrapuntal reading of himself, his writings actually require a heterophonic reading that does not presuppose a unity.

A heterophonic reading is comparable to Said's contrapuntal approach in that it concentrates on the repetitions and transformations of themes between various voices; however, from a heterophonic perspective, the resulting cohesion between voices is not necessarily guaranteed according to detailed compositional prescriptions. Heterophony is, in Adler's account,\textsuperscript{107} multipart music without rules, where the cohesion between voices is frequently left to chance—a

\textsuperscript{103}Said, Culture and Imperialism, xxv.
\textsuperscript{104}Said, Culture and Imperialism, xxv–xxvi.
\textsuperscript{105}Said, "In Conversation with Neeladri Bhattacharya, Suvir Kaul and Ania Loomba," 84.
\textsuperscript{107}Adler, "Über Heterophonie," 21.
description that resembles Said’s, when in drafts of Culture and Imperialism he argues that the organization in heterophony derives “from the interplay of the themes, not from some rigorous tonally centered principle outside the work.”\footnote{Edward Said, draft three of chapter one, “Overlapping Territories, Intertwined Histories,” of Culture and Imperialism, Edward W. Said Papers, box 42, folder 12, page 88, Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Columbia University.}

A significant difference between the definitions by Adler and Said is that, whereas Said contends that in heterophony there is not one central theme, Adler argues that there is a main tune (Hauptweise), which the voices “wind around, resulting in neighboring and passing tones that may sound either in consonance or dissonance with the main tune.”\footnote{Adler, “Über Heterophonie,” 18.} Similar to Adler, the New Grove describes heterophony in terms of simultaneous variation of the same melody, as quoted in the previous section, and Said’s notion of heterophonic music thus seems somewhat at odds with the standard definition. Perhaps, if Said had considered heterophony as music that is structured by a main tune that is “able to multiply and proliferate in all kinds of ways”\footnote{Said, “In Conversation with Neeladri Bhattacharya, Suvir Kaul and Ania Loomba,” 84.}—as he eventually characterized counterpoint instead of heterophony—it may have been productive as a theoretical concept in Culture and Imperialism after all. In that sense, a heterophonic perspective could have consolidated two arguments in the book, about heterogeneous variation and about recognizable patterns, while underlining that the coherence in imperial relations does not develop from a preconceived structural unity; instead, it develops through the recurring theme of the crucial function of knowledge formation (in Orientalism) and the arts (in Culture and Imperialism) with regard to foreign domination.

I certainly do not mean to suggest that, following Adler, heterophonic music does not rely on any rules. Heterophony obviously adheres to musical conventions as established within particular traditions, although it could involve improvisation, and the impression of its unregulated character probably says more about the (possibly colonial) ear of the beholder than about the music itself. Yet, even if its structuring principles are taken into account, heterophony is not reducible to a compositional homogeneity that can easily be captured in words—and that is precisely what makes it pertinent to scholarly writing. The main challenge of writing in the humanities is not to determine coherent structures; it is to adequately represent cultural and historical heterogeneity in the linear and static medium of text. When considering Said’s legacy, for instance, it would be reductive to presume a sustained coherence throughout his writings, or even within individual publications. The travels and transformations of musical concepts in his work, and indeed within drafts of Culture and Imperialism, are paradigmatic in this respect.
Throughout Said’s elaborations on counterpoint, the common theme is that multiple voices interact; they are irreducible to one another, but cannot be separated either as they resonate with each other in the historical, political, biographical, or musical experience. This theme proliferates in Said’s work in all kinds of ways, sometimes with rather unexpected and possibly improvisatory transformations. There is no preconceived tonal or dodecaphonic structure that determines the relations between these variations, nor can I discern a coherent developmental progression. To paraphrase Adler, the repetitions and transformations of this theme may hurt the classically trained ear; arguably, in Said’s statements about counterpoint, “often tonally directly opposing tone rows are welded together, which could virtually be designated with the expression ‘anti-tonal.’”

Despite ample analyses of Said’s theorizations of counterpoint, this anti-tonal and heterophonic development of musical concepts in his work has not been discussed in previous studies about his legacy, since it only becomes apparent through a close reading of unpublished drafts in juxtaposition with publications, lectures, and interviews. In other words, to recognize the heterophonic interplays in Said’s work, it is essential to reconceive his legacy by moving beyond the structuring principle of published writings and to consider different textual forms as overlapping and potentially dissonant voices that are irreducible to a structural cohesion, developmental progression, or harmonic resolution.
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